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Creating business process models with BPMN 2.0 
often involves a large number of people within 
an organization, which increases the importance 
of maintaining quality and standard consistency 
throughout. Even when using the standardized 
modeling language, BPMN 2.0, in practice numer- 
ous variations can still be applied to process mo- 
deling. To form processes with optimal efficiency 
and avoid errors, it is highly advantageous to de- 
fine company-wide modeling conventions to 
establish clear rules for all users to follow.

The Signavio Process Manager offers a profes-
sional modeling basis comprising a correction 
function. This not only ensures that errors are 
identified but also that process models comply 
with the modeling conventions. 
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Large enterprises include numerous diverse 
employees in designing BPMN 2.0 compliant 
business processes. At the same time, it is 
imperative to retain the quality and standard 
consistency of models. The application of 
company-wide modeling conventions facilita-
tes and supports this, assisting all companies  
in achieving a high level of modeling quality by 
defining their own modeling guidelines. 

Modeling conventions are normally created at 
the beginning of a BPM modeling project and 
documents should be concise, taking just a few 
pages to explain the most important rules. By 
sharing this document as a pdf file or web page 
on the company’s intranet, all employees can 
be made aware of the modeling conventions. 
These guidelines are of particular importance 
to the process modeler and include information 
regarding what a process is and why it should  
be recorded, for whom the conventions are inten- 
ded, which processes should be focussed upon 

and how the process environment is structured. 
Additionally, it is important to indicate which 
modeling language should be used (e.g. BPMN, 
EPC) and which subset of modeling constructs is 
relevant. There is no value in designing business 
processes unless it facilitates understanding  
of the procedure and leads to a quicker solution.
 
More information can be found about modeling 
conventions at www.modeling-guidelines.org. 
The information is presented in the following 
five categories, which cover the most important 
subject areas and offer assistance to the process 
modeler:

Architecture (The incorporation of open com-
ments and use of unique diagram names)

Layout (For instance, the absence of edge 
overlays or node intersections as well as the 
consistent edge folding message flows and 
sequence flows) 

Naming (For instance, the consistent naming 
of subprocesses and the definition of required 
element names of data objects, events and 
names of roles)

Notation (The use of task descriptions and 
definition of required dictionary links of data 
objects, IT-Systems and roles)

Process structure (For instance, the absence 
of deadlocks and multi-merges as well as the 
usage of explicit splits after activities, interme-
diate events and start events) 

 Important Information at a Glance: 

 > Optimize business processes

 > Ensure quality of models

 > Provide standard consistency of models

 > Create uniform process models
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